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Introduction to remote management for Infinet Wireless units

In previous Wanflex firmware versions (till 1.89.0) we have used configuration 
options"Management VLAN" (local-tag in CLI) and group "Admin" (admin-group in 
CLI) to create logical management interface. 
However, such approach demanded deeper immersion to switching process of Infinet 
Wireless equipment which is different and uncommon to generic switching and vlan 
management approaches.

That is why Infinet Wireless has developed SVI and VLAN logical interfaces for MINT
firmwares. Starting from firmwares 1.90.0 old options “admin-group” and “local-tag” 
are no longer supported. And if you want to make a management interface, you should 
use SVI interface approach. Moreover, now configuration follows guidelines 

Overview

This document describe the necessity of SVI interface, configuration for remote 
management for tagged and untagged interfaces. You will understand the switching 
process with Infinet Wireless units. Configuration steps will be also covered using both 
CLI and WebUI approaches.
Also, in order to avoid a lot of problems with migration, please follow step-by-step 
migration instructions which are covered in the last topic of this document.
If you need only simple migration instructions please proceed to Migration section 
immediately.

Brief foreword about switching process in WanFlex OS

Infinet Wireless use proprietary protocol MINT above Layer 2 and lower than Layer 3 
in reference to OSI Layer  model. 

MINT stands for Mesh Interconnection Network Technology which points to the 
technology for networks based on arbitrary connections. The most important feature of 
MINT architecture is its ability to present any wireless (or even sometimes wired) 
network as a flat Ethernet segment, and radio interface connected to this network will 
act as usual Ethernet interface (virtual). 

MINT protocol has built-in capability to establish connections to MINT neighbors and 
share information of other connected MINT neighbors. There is no need to configure 
and adjust MINT protocol settings. MINT unique feature is the ability to choose 
optimal paths in a network with multiple nodes and connections. Each neighbor 
connection can be evaluated as special value – i.e. Cost. Its physical meaning – an 
estimated time for packet delivery measured in conventional units. The less the Cost, 
the higher probability that this path will be chosen. The Cost of each connection is 
constantly changing according to link parameters including radio values 
(signal-to-noise levels), type of modulation speed used, number of errors and retries, 
link load and other parameters thus allowing quickly switching to an alternative route if
its cost will be lower than for the current one. 



So, the switching process is done by MINT protocol. Now, lets go deeper into details.
The switching in MINT is done ONLY between two units or more. Each time you have
some data for switching you should consider at least two devices as single switch path.
Right now lets treat two Infinet Wireless units as virtual “spatial” switch which has
only two physical Ethernet ports. So, if you have only pair of units you can just simply
switch all traffic between two Ethernet ports (each port belongs to different unit). 

However, in order to differentiate between traffic and its destination when you have
more than two devices or more than one traffic type. Typical solution to differentiate
traffic in Ethernet networks is to use VLAN tagging. In MINT we use Switch Group ID
to make traffic differentiation. That is why all VLAN tags (or any other filter criteria)
should  be  used to  assign traffic  to  different  Switch  Group.  While  traffic  resides  in
MINT domain it will be transfered only between Infinet units with configured and same
fixed Switch Group ID number. 

So, all traffic destined for switching is transported by MINT protocol in special Switch
Groups. Switch Groups are mostly used as container to transport VLAN tagged traffic
through  MINT  network.  Therefore,  MINT  network  can  be  viewed  as  one  virtual
distributed switch where border nodes act as external ports of the virtual switch. Switch
task is to transparently transport packets from one external port to another one (other
ones). Important to understand that switching groups should be created only on the
nodes where packets enter from "outside" network ("outside" relative to MINT).

Switch Group is logical entity which allows switching between physical ports binded to
Switch Group. 

Therefore, if the Switch Group was created and Ethernet port (for example, eth0) and
Radio port (for example, rf5.0) were added then the switching from eth0 to rf5.0 and
vice versa has been enabled. 

CLI example of switching configuration

switch group 1 start
switch group add eth0 rf5.0
switch start

For  example,  the  packet  from  Ethernet  wired  segment  entering  to  eth0  would  be
switched then out of rf5.0 and in backward direction too: the packet arriving to radio
port rf5.0 would be switched out Ethernet port eth0. Just please don't forget the packet
should arrive to radio interface with the same Switch Group ID. 

Another example, take R5000-Smp unit (which has Second Ethernet physical port) then
create  Switch  Group using  three  physical  ports,  so  the  packets  would  be  switched
between eth0, eth1 and rf5.0 ports



On the picture above is the simple block scheme representing the logic behind SVI. 
In the recent versions of WanFlex firmware eth0 interface has become “local” interface 
only, hence one cannot access the unit using IP address set on eth0 interface from radio 
side. Please create SVI to gain access to the Infinet units behind radio interfaces. 
Without SVI the access for management will be only to directly connected units via 
wired connections. All wirelessly connected units would be unaccessible. 
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Moreover if there is the need to manage your device from different networks, please
create a lot of SVI interfaces, attach them to switch group and set different IP addresses
for  different  networks.  So  there  will  be  separate  logical  interfaces  set  for  each
configured network.

CLI  version of step-by-step instruction to management interface

Here below the steps to create SVI and manage units remotely will be shown. Please
pay attention we are not using any Vlan tagging all our packets are untagged.

1. Create Switch Group which would be used as transport:

switch group 100 add eth0 rf5.0 Create Switch Group 100 and add both 
Ethernet and Radio physical ports to it

2. Enable newly created switch group:

switch group 100 start Enable Switch Group 100

3. Check whether the switching is enabled:

switch start Enable switching on the unit

4. Change switch group processing order:
One import tip here. In WanFlex firmwares Switch Groups are processed hierarchically
from first till last  i.e. the traffic entering the unit is checked with first Switch Group
rules then with second Switch Group rules and so on. That is why lets move our newly
created management group to the first place:

switch group 100 order 1 Move switch group 100 to the first processing 
place

5. Change switch group processing order:
Next,  due to  the fact  we are using un-tagged packets  for  management,  lets  restrict
tagged packets from getting into our switch group.

switch group 100 nvlan Only un-tagged packets would be placed to 
switch  group 100

6. Next, please create SVI interface:

ifconfig svi100 up Create SVI interface with number 100. 
Don't insert space between svi and its number

7. Then, assign SVI to desired Switch Group:

svi 100 group 100 This command attach SVI interface number 100
to Switch Group number 100



8a. IP address configuration on SVI interface.
Last step, please set new IP address to the SVI interfaces:

ifconfig svi100 10.10.10.100/24 We set 10.10.10.100 ip address to SVI interface
with network mask 255.255.255.0

In case there is no need in Vlan tagged management interface – all done!
Please repeat the following steps to configure second unit of the wireless link appropriately. 

If you need Vlan tagged management please proceed further.
Please pay close attention to the next section. We have just finished example configuration steps to 
have access to the unit  via radio from anothere unit. We haven't used any Vlan tagging before. 
Now I will add additional configuration step in case you need to access Infinet unit through 
Management Vlan.
Please follow the same above example except Step No 7, cause we will make it different.

8b. Enable capability to work with Vlan tagged management traffic:
Create virtual Vlan interface which will be used as auxillary interface binded with SVI
and used for Vlan tagging.

ifconfig vlan100 vlan 100 vlandev svi100 We create Vlan interface which 
will be used to work with Vlan 
tag 100 linked with SVI interface 
number 100

9b. Don't forget to put Vlan interface into Administrative Up state:

ifconfig vlan100 up We change the status of Vlan interface into
Administrative mode Up

10b. Last step, please set new IP address to the Vlan interfaces:

ifconfig vlan100 10.10.10.100/24 We set 10.10.10.100 ip address to SVI interface
with network mask 255.255.255.0

Now we are done. We have created switch group for management traffic, special interfaces for vlan
management  and we have  set  ip  address  to  the  vlan  management  interface.  Now there  should  be
connection to unit through Vlan 100.

Migration process from old configuration to new one  is in next section.



Migration from old configuration to new one using CLI

One string for quick migration just change vlan numbers and ip addresses and copy/paste:

ifc eth0 -alias; switch local-tag; switch admin-group 0; switch group
100 add eth0 rf5.0; switch group 100 start; switch group 100 order 1;
switch start; ifc svi100 up; svi 100 group 100; ifc vlan100 up;  ifc 
vlan100 vlan 100 vlandev svi100; ifconfig vlan100 10.0.0.100/24; con 
save;  

Now some comments below:

Previously, we have used configuration options"Management VLAN" (local-tag in CLI) and group
"Admin" (admin-group in CLI) as instruments to create logical management interface. 
This parameters are now obsolete, so in order to use new SVI interface approach you need to disable
local-tag and admin-group parameters.

We recommend to switch from old values to new ones in one line. 
First  part of line deletes old configuration values: 

ifc eth0 -alias; switch local-tag; switch admin-group 0; 

Second part of line creates SVI and assignes it to desired switch group (I will use switch group 100 and
management ip address 10.0.0.100/24 just for my example):

switch group 100 add eth0 rf5.0; switch group 100 start; switch group
100 order 1;  switch start; ifc svi100 up; svi 100 group 100; ifc
vlan100 up;  ifc vlan100 vlan 100 vlandev svi100; ifconfig vlan100
10.0.0.100/24; con save; 



Now, you will see how the above configuration steps could be done via WebUI.
SVI and VLAN. First, create Switch Group which would be used as transport:

WebUI  version of step-by-step instruction to enable management interface

1. Go to "Basic Settings" section, press “Create Switch Group” and select Group number 100



2. Next, add both wired eth0 interface and radio rf5.0 interface to this switch group.

3.Now we have create new switch group which will be used for management traffic transfer only.
However, in order to do this it should be placed to the first processing order.
Please move switch group UP by special arrows to the right from the switch group description. Please 
see the picture below.



4. Hence, we've created switch group and placed it to the first processing place. 
Now, lets create virtual interface SVI.  
Please proceed to “Network Settings” section and click “Create SVI”.
Assign SVI to appropriate Switch group in our case it is Switch group 100.

5.Now we have to change IP address binded on eth0 interface to the SVI interface.
Please first remove the IP address from eth0 inteface by just clicking to X box. Please see the picture 
below:

6. Please set up new IP address for SVI interface. Please see the preceding picture. You can leave 
factory IP address on eth0 interface in case factory IP address doesn't belong to any of your production 
network subnets – the IP address on eth0 will remain local for wired Ethernet segment only.



Now we are done. We have created switch group for management traffic, special interfaces for vlan 
management and we have set ip address to the vlan management interface. Now you should have to 
unit through Vlan 100.

We will focus on migration process from old configuration to new one in next section using Web UI.

As in example with CLI we will repeat almost the same configuration steps except the last one with IP 
address assignment.

So we change configuration step 5.

5. Create virtual Vlan interface which will be used as auxillary interface binded with SVI and used for 
Vlan tagging. Please pay attention that SVI binding should be created by selecting “parent” interface 
Svi100. Also Vlan tag is assigned in VLAN ID checkbox. Please see the picture below. 



6. Now we have to change IP address binded on eth0 interface to the SVI interface.
Please first remove the IP address from eth0 inteface by just clicking to X box. Please see the picture 
below:

7. Please set up new IP address for Vlan interface. Please see the preceding picture. You can leave 
factory IP address on eth0 interface in case factory IP address doesn't belong to any of your production 
network subnets – the IP address on eth0 will remain local for wired Ethernet segment only.



Finally, don't forget to save the configuration and apply the changes. 

You, are done! Please check the access of your unit from management vlan.



Migration from old configuration to new one using WebUI

Previously, we have used configuration options"Management VLAN" (local-tag in CLI) and group 
"Admin" (admin-group in CLI) as instruments to create logical management interface. 
This parameters are now obsolete, so in order to use new SVI interface approach you need to disable 
local-tag and admin-group parameters.

We recommend to switch from old values to new ones in one line. 
Uncheck boxes admin-group and remove any number in Management Vlan check-box. Please see 
the picture below.

Please note: you can remove admin-group and Management Vlan values only using firmware 
version 1.89.12 or lower. Newer versions of firmwares doesn't have such options accessible in WebUI.

Next, please proceed to beginning of the previous chapter to set up vlan management using SVI and 
Vlan interfaces.
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